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Thank you all!If you really want the best, find Amsoil torquedrive or Castrol transsynd. Those last
two are a little more difficult, as they come in gallon jugs and are for big rigs, but has the exact
specifications that the original DEXIII fluid had. Do not believe other who say they are backward
compatible, they are too thin.If I screw up, Im sorry. If you really want the best, find Amsoil
torquedrive or Castrol transsynd. Do not believe other who say they are backward compatible, they
are too thin. Its like when youve run the oil too long and breaks down.If I screw up, Im sorry. So I
have been lurking and researching fluid info. I have seen recommendations for Castrol TransSynd
and Amsoil Torque Drive. So digging even more deeply landed me to some Allison forums and this
info. One is a GM document regarding Dex VI and backward compatibility the other is information
for those of you who live in far northern IL central and NW area its a link to Allison dealers in case
youd like to buy trans synd. Oddly if you go to a GM dealer they will sell you Dex VI for an Allison
trans.BTW not wanting to open can of worms just found some of this interesting.The SSeries is out of
warranty coverage and GM could care less what goes into either one. They just might know what
they are doing. Notice that neither company has gone broke and come running to Uncle Sugar for a
handout.The SSeries is out of warranty coverage and GM could care less what goes into either one.
Notice that neither company has gone broke and come running to Uncle Sugar for a handout.Any
input on that The Castrol and Amsoil are a little high and hard to find but I did find the Automatic
fluid at Advance Auto today. Looking at the RP web site I found the manual fluid.The synchromesh is
a GM spec product and is a 5w30. It will prove a bit thick in real cold climates and is better suited
for the desert southwest. Just about any full PAO synthetic universal ATF, Allison 295 spec, or GM
synchromesh will work.http://arslanemlak.com/E/canon-manual-focus-camcorder.xml
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The order is from thin to thick. The good news is you can fill the manual and forget it but if you use a
synthetic in the automatic you should change the filter and run an oil sample to gauge fluid life.The
synchromesh is a GM spec product and is a 5w30. The good news is you can fill the manual and
forget it but if you use a synthetic in the automatic you should change the filter and run an oil
sample to gauge fluid life. Have not owned a well I really dont own this one manual since my old
Ford truck top loader. I just want this one to shift well since its the kids car though she has kinda
stuck it on me since she cant figure out driving it. I know its a Saturn not a BMW just that it shifts
more like my old Ford truck than the BMW I had years ago. Guess Ill try the RP Auto stuff since its
on the shelf and meets those Allison specs Ive seen thrown around here.Dust it on the shifter ball,
blow some down the cables and dist a bit on every pivot point.Any input on that The Castrol and
Amsoil are a little high and hard to find but I did find the Automatic fluid at Advance Auto today.
Looking at the RP web site I found the manual fluid. A lot of the commercial truck places, or maybe
the John Deere place, carry it. Allison Web Site TES 295 fluids Notice that neither company has gone
broke and come running to Uncle Sugar for a handout. The research they did was lab analysis.
Maybe some day they will quit claiming that Allison wont allow anything other than Transynd to be
approved, and just admit they are too cheap to deal with the approval process. It implemented a
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spaceframe design, which had been used on some Pontiacs during the 1980s. This meant that the
side panels did not carry load and could be made of plastic instead of metal. These polymer panels
were dentresistant, something that remained a selling point for Saturn until just a few years before
the Saturn brand was discontinued. Significant design updates were made in 1996, 1997, and 2000
for all cars.http://dalyanestate.com/userfiles/canon-manual-camera-settings.xml

Although nearly every year of the Sseriess existence brought some minor changes to the
architecture of the car, each model kept the same basic body styling throughout its respective
production period. The SC was only available with the DOHC Dual OverHead Cam engine whereas
the SLs had an option for the SOHC Single OverHead Cam engine SL1 or the DOHC SL2. The only
difference in each case is the selection of gear ratios, with the SOHCassociated transmissions being
geared taller for more efficiency, and the DOHCassociated transmissions having shorter, more
closely spaced ratios for performance. As a result, its not uncommon for enthusiastowners to swap a
tallgeared MP2 manual into a car equipped with a DOHC engine for better fuel economy on the
highway. Aside from the wheel size, it was almost impossible to tell a 1 from a 2 externally, except
for the SC2s which had retractable headlamps thru MY 1996.From 1992 to 1996, the first and
secondgeneration sedans plus the firstgeneration coupes were sold in Taiwan. From 1997 to 2001,
the secondgeneration versions were sold in righthand drive in Japan, and some Toyota Netz
dealerships, and former Isuzu dealerships also offered Saturn products until 2001.It was maroon
with a tan interior.The SL1 trim level featured the option of the same MP2, or the MP6 automatic
transmission.The interior of the vehicle was redesigned with a new dashboard and the addition of a
front passengers airbag. The center console was updated as well, adding previously absent cup
holders. Also for 1995, the SOHC LK0 engine was given MPFI to create the 100 hp 75 kW L24
engine.The first generation Saturn SC coupes were originally only available in one trim level which
was the SC.For the 1993 model year, the original regular SC coupe model was renamed as the SC2
and a new SC1 trim level was introduced. For the 1994 model year, the SC1 and the SC2 had both
gotten revised power door locks and a recalibrated automatic transmission.

The first generation SC2 had received a minor refresh in 1995 in which the lower front bumper and
the vehicles taillights were both updated. For the 1995 model year, both the SC1 and the SC2 had
gotten a redesigned interior with a new redesigned dashboard with a front passengers airbag.The
SC1s engine was later upgraded to the 100 hp 75 kW L24 engine for the 1995 model year.The SC1
had also lacked a rear trunk lid reflector and a rear stabilizer bar.They had both featured a
completely redesigned exterior. The interior was mostly the same as on the first generation vehicles,
while mechanically they went largely untouched. The redesigned second generation Sseries went on
sale in 1995 for the 1996 model year.Due to multiple complaints about the noise coming from the
vehicles trip odometer that had been in all of the Saturn Sseries since 1995, had replaced with a
new type of trip odometer in an effort to correct the problem. For the 1998 model year, a new
cluster with a digital trip odometer had been introduced. Rear discbrakes were no longer available
as an option on the S series due to high costs for them as well as very little improvement in braking
performance over the conventional rear drumbrakes setup.These changes included revised pistons,
new connecting rods, and new crankshaft counterweights in the engine as well. The Twin Cam
cylinder head had now featured a new rollerrocker setup with hydraulic tappets and roller cams
replacing the conventional bucket lifter setup of the previous engine in the S series.These vehicles
were made to meet the allnew CARB ULEV standards for the 1999 model year.The second
generation SC coupes had also moved to the longer wheelbase that the SL sedans and the SW
station wagons had used, resulting in an equal wheelbase length across all Sseries models. For the
1999 model year, a frontopening clamshell door was added to the drivers side of the vehicle.

http://eco-region31.ru/4-speed-manual-transmission-ford-f150

Even though this door on the drivers side of the vehicle had allowed easier access into the vehicles
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rear seat, the drivers seat in the vehicle was also able to slide forward to allow easy access to the
vehicles rear seat as well. As a clamshell door, the rear drivers side door could not open unless the
front door was open, because the door handle was on the inside of the door itself. Like the first
generation SC coupes, the SC1 model lacked a rear sway bar.This resulted in the third generation
Saturn Sseries.The rear end of the SL sedans received a redesigned applique on the trunk, and the
headlights of the SL sedans had received orange turn signal indicators.In the third generation
Saturn Sseries models, the PCM system was used strictly for the vehicles transmission and engine,
whereas the BCM system was used strictly for the vehicles interior functions such as the digital trip
odometer and speedometer.The optional side curtain airbags were only available on the 2001 to
2002 model Saturn SL1 and SL2 sedans.A new GT trim package had become available for the Saturn
SC coupes for the 2001 model year, along with the option of American Racing Wheels that was only
available on the GT version of the Saturn SC coupes. A rear spoiler on the vehicles rear trunk lid was
also made available for the 2001 to 2002 model year Saturn SC GT coupes.Options included a
sunroof, CD player, and the 4speed automatic with traction control. The package came with a black
roof panel, black outside rear view mirrors, black emblems, white face gauges and black accented
teardrop wheels. These are extremely rare.These are not to be confused with the regular issue
Yellow Sport Coupe.The Saturn SL2 10th Anniversary Edition had included several upscale features
that were not available on any other Saturn Sseries vehicles like power windows, leather interior,
standard side curtain airbags, and several other upscale features.

https://www.dulamari.com/images/brother-mfc-1770-manual.pdf

The Saturn SL2 10th Anniversary Edition had also featured a rear spoiler on the vehicles rear trunk
lid.Aside from having the steering wheel on the other side, Japanese market Saturns were also fitted
with slightly different light units. The rear lamps had amber turn signals and the front indicators
were mounted closer to the corners rather than inboard.Retrieved January 27, 2010. Publications
International. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Dont waste time
calling around to your local bookstores or waiting for a repair manual to arrive by mail. Get access
to our 1998 Saturn SL2 repair information right now, online. Find your 1998 Saturn SL2 repair
manual right now at Chilton. Saturn SL with 169450 miles.Saturn SL with 169450 miles.Saturn SL
with 169450 miles.I must also say that it did not happen all the time, not consistent, but becoming
more frequent though. We took her to a mechanic friend a retired GM mechanic and he did a
complete tune up.When the mechanic did the tune up he said that there were two 45 spark plugs
and two 60 spark plugs.One other thing it did, before tune up was.Quite surprised that given these
conditions, we are still able to hop in and drive for a spell.so, a compression test to see which
cylinders are getting filled with oil, we could look to the valve guides, with any luck a simple topend
rebuild will fixyaneeds some more investigation.hopefully wont mean an engine job. Your problem
sounds expensive to mend bump it down to secondcar status unless youd like to be saddled up with
some healthy repair bills We can help you once you do that. Thanks for your thoughts on how to fix
the car. Saturn SL with 169450 miles.Saturn SL with 169450 miles.We were told. Changed the I am
having a major problem with the car cutting off while I am driving at a fairly constant speed or when
I am idling at a stop light. The engine will shut off, along with the power steering and all other
electronics.

http://dutafaras.com/images/brother-manual-typewriter.pdf

This happens when at a stop light only after I press on the gas to accelerate from a dead stop, but I
am able to put the car in neutral and start the car again sometimes it takes a while to restart. We
tried getting the electronic control module repaired, but this did not fix the problem. We checked
the oil and it appears to be of the correct viscosity for the engine. We are at our ends as to what
needs to be done to fix this dire problem. Thank you for your time! I am having a major problem with
the car cutting off while I am driving at a fairly constant speed or when I am idling at a stop light.
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The engine w. Started fine. Warmed up fine. Running the heater, radio, charging a phone on Drove
about a block. Died. Everything i. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Based on the radius, a new location list is
generated for you to choose from. I have been selling vehicles within Montana and.Manual
transmission which gets great gas milage. Incredibly loud sound system. Engine 4 Optional
Equipment Driver Air Bag Passenger Air.Crack on door from previous owner. I drove it all winter
and loved it but don’t need it anymore.It is in good condition other than some paint chipping on
hood, and small hole in drivers seat, but seat covers are included. Will be fully cleaned before picked
up. Rebuilt status. Safetied. Any questions please contact me 2042800434Some body damage but
other than that its great little commute car. Includes heated seats, new radio system, new
windshield, and brand new winter tires. Only selling because Im moving. Looking for 2,200 or best
offer. If interested please contact me at 2503775083.Come visit us at Totem City Motors 189 Royal
Avenue Kamloops BC, or for more details call us at 2505540011. Ball joint, and it started making a
noise which is the reason for parking it. Comes with 2 sets of tires on rims. Both sets have a couple
of years left in them.

215,000 kmsIt has two keys and a remote starterIn very good condition. Car is not safetied yet. Had
inspection done at Minute Muffler. Less if you do yourself.She only used it for local errands. Always
parked in garage. Selling as is but should safety easily. Have all service records since she bought the
car. Will need.It’s a smooth ride with lots of power.Selling AS IS but shouldnt need anything to
certify it. Car is in great shape for its age. Very little rust as it is a Saturn so most of the body panels
are made of dent proof fiberglass. Has 280000 kms and still going strong and running like a champ.
As a person who has purchased a used car before, I believe in complete honesty and disclosure when
selling this one. So heres the scoop. It was purchased in 2001 off the Saturn lot by.We want you to
know the history of this vehicle is as good as its future. Our primary concern is the satisfaction of
our many customers. We will appreciate the opportunity to add you to our growing list of satisfied
customers. We strive to make buying or leasing your next vehicle a.At Paycan youll be in and out
with a vehicle you truly love. Call us at 5197423497!Ive called a few junkyards and havent had any
luck. Anyone out there with suggestions. Please Text 306.380.7993. Thanks for your
time!Convertible, new tires, shocks, brand new convertible top. Black with Black and Red Leather
interior. Well maintained, never Winter driven. Serious Enquiries only. No Joy Rides. NO
SCAMMERS. NO TRAVIS MEYER MILITARY SCAMS. NO PAY PAL deposits. No one come unless
with CASH or Bank Draft. Must come in person. Not sending car anywhere. Or having it picked up
on flat bed without payment in full.Carrosserie en polymere. Vitres teintees dorigine. 4 roues et
pneus dhiver jantes en alliage dorigine. Tres bonne premiere voiture !!This vehicle runs and drives it
is being sold AS IS with no safety inspection. The customer is more than welcome to get it inspected
by a mechanic before purchasing.

We have been in business for over 15 years!Just looking for something bigger. Has 129,xxxkms on
the motor and 329,xxxkms on the body. Mvi until october 2021, Run, stops and drives with no
problems, its currently my daily driver to the base and home everyday. Almost no rust, engine light
is on for O2 sensor. Bring a scanner if you want, you wont find any other codes on it. Very reliable,
with ice.All body parts in very good condition, newer tires. Unibody frame rusted out and cannot be
certified. Sold as is for parts. OBOI have been selling vehicles within Montana and Alberta since
2016. All of my vehicles come with an AMVIC mechanical fitness assessment and up to date
carproof. Since I’m a small dealer, I rely on clean vehicles with appealing characteristics, to assist in
selling my vehicles quickly and without headaches for my customers. Quality vehicles.MSRP
generally excludes freight, applicable fees and taxes. MSRP has been provided for illustrative and
general information purposes only. Dealers may sell for less; contact dealer for details. For those
who suffer a daily commute through heavy traffic, your vehicles braking system can bring thousands
of pounds of metal, plastic and empty Starbucks cups to a stop hundreds of times before you get to



work. It goes without saying that these pieces wear out, but they do so slowly, meaning you may not
notice they need attention until. Click here Please login to submit your evaluation Cancel Submit OK
You May Also Like GM announces four new U.S. recalls, 2.42 million cars aff. The auto industrys
saddest running gag right now is arguably General Motors announcing yet another recall, except
today were talking about four separate U. GM announces 5 new recalls; 2.7 million vehicles affected.
The roof keeps falling on General Motors in the form of five new recalls that collectively affect 2.7
million vehicles in the U.S. and a yetunspecified numb.

It happened on November 12th Daimler merges with Chrysler DaimlerBenz AG and Chrysler
Corporation officially merged on November 12th, 1998, to form DaimlerChrysler. The new entity
went on to integrate elements from.To add it to your profile, you will need to sign in. The upstart
Saturn Corp.During the decade as the number of sale outlets grew, Saturn evolved into a
customerfriendly carmaker known for its oneprice policy, afterthesale support and folksy, sometimes
hooky television commercials. Saturn continually ranks at the top of customer satisfaction surveys; a
noble feat for a company marketing compact vehicles. The division got its name from the Saturn
rockets that carried Americans to the moon. Currently, all Saturns are assembled in Spring Hill,
Tenn. Trim levels Saturn markets seven frontwheel drive automobiles three fourdoor sedans SL, SL1
and SL2, two twodoor coupes SC1, SC2 and two fourdoor station wagons SW1, SW2. We test drove
the fiveseat, Saturn SL1. New for 98 The biggest news for Saturn sedan customers concerns price.
Engine Two different 1.9liter, four cylinder engines power Saturn sedans. Our testdrive SL1
featured the 100horsepowered, single overhead cam powertrain. The entrylevel SL includes the
same engine. Acceleration from 0 to 60 miles per hour is 10.5 seconds with manual transmission.
The slightly upscale SL2 includes the more powerful, double overhead cam engine delivering 124
horsepower. Standard equipment Manual transmission is standard in all Saturns. The entrylevel SL
is the only model that automatic transmission is not offered. Tilt steering wheel, rear window
defogger, intermittent wipers tinted glass and remote fuel and decklid releases come standard in all
sedans. The SL1 adds power steering, upgraded interior trim and dual outside mirrors. The SL2
includes variableassist power steering, sport suspension and driverseat height adjustment.

Optional equipment Since Saturn currently markets compact vehicles, optional equipment is
plentiful. By offering options, Saturn can keep starting prices relatively low. An upgraded sound
system four different packages are available is a SL trim level option. The SL2 wish list includes fog
lamps, decklid spoiler, leather interior and 15inch alloy wheels. Safety features Daytime running
lamps, reduced force dual front air bags, fivemile an hour front and rear bumpers, child safety rear
door locks, front and rear crumple zones and energyabsorbing steering column and steering wheel.
Interior Saturn dashboards include large, easytoview at a glance speedometers and tachometers as
part of their instrument cluster. For drivers learning to handle manual transmission, a dashboard
arrow illuminates when a clutch push and upshift is recommended. An interior dome light control is
left of the steering column. Controls are generally well laid out. The only placement out of the
ordinary are the four powerwindow switches, which are positioned between the front bucket seats
along with the handoperated emergency brake and sideview mirror control. This allows the front
passenger access to opening and closing all four windows. Large power lock buttons are found on
the two front doors. One nice touch for both smokers and nonsmokers is a portable ashtray. When
not in use, the deep, cupshaped bin can be removed and the spot becomes an additional cup holder.
Its portable enough to be taken anywhere an ash tray is needed. On knock against Saturn during its
formative years was too much engine noise seeped into the passenger compartment. Saturn
managed to muffle some of the sound this model year with structural improvements to the engine
block. Ventilation control, below the stereo system, include a dial control for fan speed, and levers
for temperature and fan direction. Fuel and trunk release buttons are left of the drivers seat on the
floor.



Headlights operate from the turn signal stalk while windshield wipers activate from a thick,
righthand side steering column stalk. Seating comfort Four different interior fabric trim levels are
available. Our SL1 featured standard cloth seating. Manually adjustable front bucket seats include
builtin lumbar support. Both front seat riders have decent head and leg room. Even though its a
fiveseater, two adults fit most comfortably in the rear where leg room is tight when front seats are
moved back. Exterior One of Saturns more notable features are the dentresistant doors, quarter
panels and front fenders. These polymer plasticlike panels dont rust, a very useful addition when
considering Chicago is smack dab in the middle of the snow and road salt belt. The radio antenna is
found on the right front fender. Fourteeninch, allseason tires are standard in SL and SL1 editions.
The SL2 edition includes 15inch touring radial tires standard. Exterior sedan color choices include
dark green, white, silver and medium red. The SL1 and SL2 trim level ad dark blue, silver plum,
black and gold. Trunk Trunk volume is 12.1 cubic feet in all three sedans. A temporary spare houses
under the flatfloored trunk. Dimensions Wheelbase 102.4 inches Overall length 176.9 inches Overall
width 66.7 inches Overall height 55.0 inches Front head room 39.3 inches Weight 2,326 pounds Fuel
economy Saturns fourcylinder engines are not the most powerful on the road, but gas mileage is
commendable. Our testdrive SL1 with the 100horsepower engine coupled with manual transmission
includes milepergallon estimates of 28 city and 39 highway. With 8,000 odometer miles we averaged
slightly better than 33 mpg in combined driving. When matched with an automatic transmission, fuel
estimates drop slightly to 27 mpg city and 37 mpg highway. The tank holds 12.1 gallons of unleaded
fuel.

Final thoughts Smallcar sales have taken a beating during the past several months at the expense of
hotselling, and significantly more expensive sport utility vehicles. Saturn is no exception. Sales were
down about 10 percent during the 1997 calendar year. But dont put too much credence into these
numbers. Saturn is an excellent choice for firsttime buyers. Saturns are built for everyday driving
and may not have as tight of a turning radius or quite as much engine refinement as some
competitors. Saturn invests money and effort to make their overall car purchasing process a
pleasant event. And quality dealer follow through after the sale provides peace of mind. Although no
target date is set, Saturn has committed to a new midsize car. General Motors Wilmington,
Del.Compact Saturns will continue to keep the Spring Hill Tenn.In 1989, the Daily Herald began a
weekly Saturday Auto Section and he was shortly appointed editor. The product quickly grew In
1997, Boe earned the Employee of the Year award from the. Daily Herald. He has degrees in
Journalism. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Please try again.Please
try again.Please try again later.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible, double tap to read brief content.
Please try your search again later.This is NOT manufactured or sold by the listed vehicle brand. TYC
mirrors are extensively tested against common issues affecting replacement mirrors, such as
excessive glass vibration on rough roads, to ensue years of hasslefree service.

In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t
use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try
again later. Amazon Customer 5.0 out of 5 stars I bought both a passenger and driver side mirror
and both fit great and look amazing. They are very shiny so if you only buy one itll be pretty clear
which one is new and which is old. The only problem was they did not come with nuts to hold them
on and I found out that my mirrors were missing some as well. And then I dropped one of my last
ones down into the door itself while loosening them. So I just grabbed one of the old nuts and new



mirror and ran to AutoZone and tried out all the different sized nuts till I found one that was snug
and tightened well. There are some sizes that almost work or that kind of work, but if you keep
looking there are most likely correctly sized ones in the store. After that last hassle it was just a
matter of putting them on the car and admiring how much better they looked than the old sun faded
cracked ones. Overall I spent more money than I would have liked, but if these hold up than it will
have been worth it. It has been several months and they still look good and hold their shine.Two
days later on a Sunday! this was delivered thanks to a Prime membership. It was a matter of just
prying off the internal cover, unscrewing the three 10mm nuts that held the old one on, putting this
in place and putting the 3 new nuts on. Maybe 10 minutes total, even in 15 degree weather. This
looks exactly like OEM except the foam isnt quite as thick where it bolts to the door. The thinner
foam didnt seem to make any difference once the whole job was done, so its all good.

UPDATE Fast forward 5 months, and the whole assembly is gone from my door. Now all I have are
three broken stubs where my mirror used to be. It must have broken off while I was driving and I
didnt see it attack drivers behind me. Ive since ordered one from a different company, hoping their
plastic will be a little stronger than this.Ordered on a Tuesday and recd on Friday. The packing was
secure and arrived perfectly intact. No damage whatsoever I was worried, it being a mirror. Because
its a Saturn the entire replacement process required a screwdriver to remove old nuts, put mirror
into place and then tighten the new bolts. About a total of 5 minutes. I cant thank you enough for
having a brand new part available for such an older model car.The plate holding the mirror in place
isnt quite as secure as the original part. Not a big problem most of the time, however, on bumpy
roads the mirror jiggles some. Not a deal breaker for me, but just letting you know.My mirror was
motorized for adjustments. I used it anyway its not that important to me, but the info may be
important to some.I dont know how else to describe something that fits like the previous broken one
broke when someone with a metal mirror took out my parked cars mirror, and that took less than 5
minutes to install. Tip take the broken mirror to the hardware store if you need to match the nuts for
the bolts attached to the mirror.Not able to find the parts at the local scrap yard, i turned to the
web. I ordered this replacement, and had no idea what to expect, especially seeing the price was
fairly cheap. Upon arrival, i immediately noticed it looked exactly like the OEM mirror, only with
better insulation. Installation took all of 15 minutes and was very self explanatory, though
instructions would benefit some DIYers. Once installed, everything lined up perfectly and sealed
properly.
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